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Pilot currency, Passenger Carrying & Mutual Flying 
 
Currency 

The legal “rolling” EASA minimum requirement for glider pilot currency is 5 hours and 15 
launches as P1, plus two flights with an instructor in the past 24 months. This will become 
mandatory from April 2021 when an SPL (or LAPL-S) is required to fly EASA gliders. We will 
send more information on applying for one in due course. 
 
In reality the Club also expects all pilots to follow the BGA currency guidelines here 
https://members.gliding.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/04/1430312044_currency-
barometer.pdf and request a check flight if not in the green. 
 
All pilots not having at least an SPL/LAPL-S or Bronze C plus XC must be authorised and 
supervised by the duty Instructor or nominee. Whilst they must discuss their flight plans before 
flying solo, this is encouraged for all pilots. 
 
Mutual Flying / Passenger Carrying 

In addition to the currency requirements above, those acting as P1 in a 2-seater regardless of 
whether the other person is a pilot or not must 

 Have a SPL/LAPL-S  or Bronze C + XC endorsement 

 Be signed-off for passenger flying by the CFI/DCFI, renewed annually 
 Have performed 3 take-offs and landings in the last 90 days as P1 

 Possess a suitable medical (see below)* 
 
For mutual flying, although the handling pilot may change multiple times during a flight, the P1 
cannot change and must be agreed before take-off. The P1 is responsible for the aircraft 
throughout the flight (especially decision-making & actions during emergencies) and may not 
allow non-current or non-solo pilots to handle the aircraft below 500 feet AGL. P1 should 
normally carry out the take-off and landing for all mutual flights regardless of the qualifications of 
the other person in the glider. P2 time does not count when assessing your currency. 
 
 
* Medical Requirements for Instructors and pilots authorised to carry inexperienced passengers 
 

 A GP endorsed BGA medical declaration (Annex B). No renewal is required until age 45, then 
five yearly renewal until 65, then annual renewal 

 An EASA Class 1, 2 or LAPL medical 

 An unrestricted GP endorsed NPPL medical (where held with remaining validity based on age) 

 An Air Cadet gliding medical certificate 
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